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CONTENTS

1. As required under Rule 9A.2 of the Parliament’s Standing Orders, the following 
documents are published to accompany the William Simpson’s Home (Transfer of Property etc.) 
(Scotland) Bill introduced in the Scottish Parliament on 28 January 2010:

• Explanatory Notes;

• a Promoter’s Statement; and

• the Presiding Officer’s Statement on legislative competence.

A Promoter’s Memorandum is printed separately as SP Bill 40–PM.

2. In addition to the accompanying documents published by the Parliament (referred to in 
paragraph 1 above), one other accompanying document (an Assignation of Copyright/Licensing 
Agreement under Rule 9A.2.3(e)) is published separately by the promoter.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

INTRODUCTION

3. These Explanatory Notes have been prepared by Lindsays (Solicitors) on behalf of the 
promoter, the Trustee’s of William Simpson’s Asylum (known as “William Simpson’s Home” –
in these notes, “the Home”), in order to assist the reader of the William Simpson’s Home 
(Transfer of Property etc.) (Scotland) Bill and to help inform debate on it.  They do not form part 
of the Bill and have not been endorsed by the Parliament.

4. The Notes should be read in conjunction with the Bill.  They are not, and are not meant to 
be, a comprehensive description of the Bill.  So where a section, or a part of a section, does not 
seem to require any explanation or comment, none is given.

SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND TO THE BILL

5. The Bill will transfer the property, rights, interests, employees and liabilities of the Home 
to a new charitable company and will dissolve the Home.  The new charitable company will be 
incorporated under the Companies Act 2006 rather than by Act of Parliament.  It is to be 
established by the current trustees of the Home and called William Simpson’s (in these notes, 
“the Company”).  The Company will retain the same charity number as the Home.

6. The Home is a Scottish charity (SC000485) registered with the Office of the Scottish 
Charity Regulator under the name “Trustees of William Simpson’s Home (Incorporated)”.  
Francis Simpson gifted his estate to establish an asylum for indigent men of advanced age.  A 
body corporate was constituted by Private Act of Parliament in 1864 to establish the governance 
of the Asylum (known as William Simpson’s Home).  William Simpson was the son of Francis 
Simpson.  The constitution of the Home has not changed since 1864.

7. The charity in its current form was constituted as an incorporated body by Private Act of 
Parliament in 1864.

COMMENTARY ON SECTIONS

Section 1

8. Subsection (1) transfers the property (including heritable property), rights, interests, 
employees and liabilities of the Home to the Company.  This means that all the assets of the 
Home will be transferred to the Company.  Similarly, any liabilities of the Home will transfer to 
the Company.

9. Subsection (2) provides, for the avoidance of doubt, that the Transfer of Undertakings 
(Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 (S.I. 2006/246), which ensure all existing 
employment contracts transfer to the new charitable company, will apply to the proposed 
transfer.
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Section 2

10. Section 2 provides that the Home is dissolved and that the 1864 Act is repealed.

Section 3

11. The four subsections confirm the legal consequences of the transfer referred to in section 
1(1).

Section 4

12. Section 3 defines the “transferor” as the Home and “the transferee” as the Company.  The 
new Company will be incorporated as a company limited by guarantee prior to the Act coming 
into force.

Section 5

13. Subsection (1) confirms the short title of the Act.

14. Subsection (2) provides that the Bill will come into force two months after Royal Assent.

——————————

PROMOTER’S STATEMENT

NOTIFICATION TO PERSONS WITH INTEREST IN HERITABLE PROPERTY

15. The Home owns heritable property in Plean, Stirling and the effect of the Bill will be to 
vest ownership in that property in the Company.  Accordingly Rule 9A.2.3(d)(i) of the 
Parliament’s Standing Orders applies.  The promoters are not aware of any persons having a 
relevant interest in the property owned by the Home.

NOTIFICATION TO AND CONSENT FROM MEMBERS ETC.

16. The Home is a registered Scottish charity constituted by the Simpson’s Asylum Act 1864.  
Rule 9A.2.3(d)(ii) of the Parliament’s Standing Orders therefore applies.

17. Consent for the promotion of the Bill was obtained by a Resolution considered at a 
meeting of the Trustees duly convened and held on 15 September 2009.  Notice of that meeting 
was sent to all the Trustees and the notice specified the intention to propose the following 
Resolution:

“That the Trustees promote a Bill in the Scottish Parliament to provide for the transfer of 
the property rights, interests and liabilities of the William Simpson’s Home (“the Home”) 
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to a new charitable company and to dissolve the Home and to repeal the Simpson’s 
Asylum Act 1864.”

18. At the meeting held on 15 September 2009 the above Resolution was passed 
unanimously.  All of the Trustees of the Home attended that meeting.

NOTIFICATION TO AND CONSENT FROM BODIES AFFECTED

19. The Bill does not contain any provisions conferring powers upon or modifying the 
constitution of any body corporate or unincorporated association named in the Bill but not being 
the promoters.  Accordingly Rule 9A.2.3(d)(iii) of the Parliament’s Standing Orders does not 
apply.

ADVERTISEMENT OF INTENTION TO INTRODUCE THE BILL

20. Notice of the intention to introduce the Bill was published in the Stirling Observer on 15 
and 22 January 2010 and in the Falkirk Herald on 21 and 28 January 2010 and has been 
displayed from 15 January 2010 in the Scottish Parliament Partner Libraries detailed below.  
(The text of the notice is reproduced at the Annex to this statement.)

Stirling Central Library
Corn Exchange Road
Stirling
FK8 2HX

Falkirk East
Grangemouth Library
Bo’ness Road
Grangemouth
FK3 8AG

Falkirk West
Falkirk Library
Hope Street
Falkirk 
FK1 5AU

OTHER ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS

21. The notice of meeting sent to the Trustees (referred to in paragraph 17 above) may be 
inspected or purchased (for 8p per page) at the following premises:

Lindsays WS, Caledonian Exchange, 19A Canning Street, Edinburgh, EH3 8HE.

22. Other documents relevant to the Bill but which are not accompanying documents (the 
only documents in this category being the Simpson’s Asylum Act 1864 and the consultation 
responses) may also be inspected at the above address.

23. On 28 January 2010 the following statement was made:
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“We, Lindsays, on behalf of the Trustee’s of William Simpson’s Asylum, hereby 
undertake to send copies of the accompanying documents for the William Simpson’s 
Home (Transfer of Property etc.) (Scotland) Bill not published by the Parliament, 
together with any other documents relevant to the Bill submitted to the Parliament on or 
after introduction, to the premises determined by the Presiding Officer for the purpose of 
Rule 9A.4.2.”

24. All of the above documents will therefore also be available for inspection at the Scottish 
Parliament Partner Libraries detailed at paragraph 20.

PROMOTER’S UNDERTAKING TO PAY COSTS

25. On 28 January 2010 the following statement was made:

“We, Lindsays, on behalf of the Trustee’s of William Simpson’s Asylum, hereby 
undertake to pay any costs that may be incurred by the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate 
Body during the passage of the William Simpson’s Home (Transfer of Property etc.) 
(Scotland) Bill in respect of the matters determined by that Body under Rule 
9A.2.3(d)(vi) of the Parliament’s Standing Orders.”

ANNEX: TEXT OF PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION TO PROMOTE THE BILL

Notice of proposed Private Bill

The Trustees of William Simpson’s Home, a registered Scottish charity (SC000485) (“the 
Home”) intend to introduce a Private Bill, William Simpson’s Home Bill, into the Scottish 
Parliament on or around 28 January 2010.

The purpose of the Bill is to transfer the property, rights, interests, employees and liabilities of 
the Home to a new charitable company.  This is to adopt a new constitution to ensure the proper 
regulation and administration of the charity in compliance with modern charity law.  The work 
of the Home will not substantially change.  However, the beneficiary group of the charity will be 
expanded.

When it is introduced in the Parliament, the Bill will be accompanied by the following 
documents:

• Explanatory Notes*;

• Promoter’s Memorandum*;

• Promoter’s Statement*;

• Statement by the Presiding Officer of the Parliament on the legislative competence of 
the Bill*;

• Assignation of copyright and licensing agreement.

From the day after introduction, the Bill and the documents marked with an asterisk will be 
available free of charge on the Parliament’s website (www.scottish.parliament.uk) and for sale 
from Blackwell’s Bookshop, South Bridge, Edinburgh EH1 1YS (0131 622 8283).  The 
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document not marked with an asterisk, and other documents relevant to the Bill, will be available 
for inspection or purchase at Lindsays, Caledonian Exchange, 19A Canning Street, Edinburgh 
EH3 8HE.  All of the above documents will also be available for inspection at all Parliament 
partner libraries.  For your nearest partner library visit the Parliament’s website, your local 
library or contact the Private Bills Unit, The Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh, EH99 1SP (0131 
348 6124), private.bills@scottish.parliament.uk).

There is a 60 day period for objections that starts the day after the Bill is introduced.  Objections 
must be accompanied by a lodging fee of £20 and lodged with the Clerks at the Private Bills Unit 
(address above) from whom additional information, including details of admissibility criteria for 
objections, detailed guidance about procedures and an information leaflet for objectors, can be 
obtained.

Additional information about the content of the Bill may be obtained from Lindsays at the above 
address.

——————————

PRESIDING OFFICER’S STATEMENT ON LEGISLATIVE 
COMPETENCE

26. On 27 January 2010, the Presiding Officer (Alex Fergusson MSP) made the following 
statement:

“In my view, the provisions of the William Simpson’s Home (Transfer of Property etc.) 
(Scotland) Bill would be within the legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament.”
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